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.e vertical roller mill is an important crushing and grading screening device widely used in many industries. Its classification
efficiency and the pressure difference determine the entire producing capacity and power consumption, respectively, which makes
them the two key indicators describing the mill performance. Based on the DPM (Discrete Phase Model) and continuous phase
coupling model, the flow field characteristics in the vertical roller mill including the velocity and pressure fields and the discrete
phase distributions had been analyzed. .e influence of blade parameters like the shape, number, and rotating speed on the flow
field and classification performance had also been comprehensively explored. .e numerical simulations showed that there are
vortices in many zones in the mill and the blades are of great significance to the mill performance..e blade IV not only results in
high classification efficiency but also reduces effectively the pressure difference in the separator and also the whole machine. .e
conclusions of the flow field analysis and the blade effects on the classification efficiency and the pressure difference could guide
designing and optimizing the equipment structure and the milling process, which is of great importance to obtain better overall
performance of the vertical roller mill.

1. Introduction

.e vertical roller mill, integrating various processes in-
cluding crushing, grinding, drying, conveying, and powder
selection [1, 2], is broadly employed in many fields like
cement, electric power, metallurgy, chemical, and nonme-
tallic ore industries. However the vertical roller mill, as a
common choice due to its multiple functions, always con-
sumes much energy in the whole production line. For ex-
ample, according to statistics, the energy consumption of ore
crushing accounts for 30%–50% of the total production
energy consumption [3–6]. In the vertical roller mill, the fan
provides a negative pressure environment and powder
conveying gas. Improving classification efficiency and re-
ducing pressure difference can effectively reduce the energy
consumption of the fan..erefore, some related studies have

been conducted focusing on the variables and mechanisms
affecting energy consumption.

Many scholars have studied the flow field characteristics
of vertical roller mill. Sun et al. [7] analyzed the three-di-
mensional flow of the chamber using the standard k-epsilon
turbulent model, RNG k-epsilon turbulent model, and
Reynolds stress equation model (RSM). .e results show
that the high-pressure region improves the transportation
efficiency of powder. Bhasker et al. [8] explained the
meshing method and analyzed the gas-solid two-phase flow
field of the vertical roller mill and finally obtained the de-
tailed movement track of the gas-solid two-phase flow from
the inlet to the outlet. Vuthaluru et al. [9] used a granular
Eulerian-Eulerian approach to carry out a multiphase flow
simulation of a simplified model. Dou et al. [10] adopted the
CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamics) technology to
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simulate the flow field of the vertical roller mill and studied
the reasons for the large pressure difference in the mill.

To explore the influence of structural and operational
parameters on the flow field, Ze et al. [11] considered the
effect of different gas fluxes on the gas-solid coupling flow
field. .e results showed that the gas flux is directly pro-
portional to the pressure difference, and it is also pointed out
that the structure has a greater influence on the flow field
than the gas flux. Huang et al. [12] explored the influence of
several guide blade structures on the flow field of the turbo
air classifier based on fluent. .e results indicated that the
guide blade structure has a significant impact on the flow.
Ren et al. [13] analyzed the influence of the rotor blade
profile and the field in a turbo air classifier. Simulation
results indicate the significant improvement of flow field
distribution in the rotor cage with nonradial arc blades. Liu
et al. [14] simulated the inner flow field of different struc-
tures. .e simulation results show that axial inclined guide
vanes can decrease the upward axial velocity in the annular
region. It is found that the blade parameters have a great
influence on the flow field.

To investigate the influence of operation and structure
parameters on classification performance, Shah et al. [15]
studied the effect of different blade angles on the classifi-
cation efficiency and obtained that the optimal blade angle
was 65°. Eswaraiah et al. [16] displayed the effects of air
volume, feed rate, and blade angle on the classification
performance of air classifiers and obtained the optimal value.
Li et al. [17] explored the effect of air volume on the clas-
sification performance of the vertical roller mill through
experimental methods. .e results showed that the classi-
fication efficiency dropped significantly when the wind
speed was small. Zeng et al. [18] studied the influence of the
rotor cage speed and air velocity on the classification per-
formance of turbo air classifier via numerical simulation,
and two process parameters were optimized. Huang et al.
[12] investigated the effects of several guide vanes on the
classification performance of the turbo air classifier based on
CFD technology and found that the positively bowed guide
blade could improve classification precision. Caliskan et al.
[19] investigated efficiency, pressure losses, and triple
classification potential of the cyclone classifier at different
flow rates and configurations. .e results show that effi-
ciency and pressure loss increase as the velocity increases. It
can be indicated that the blade parameters have an im-
portant influence on the classification performance of the
classifier. It should be noted that although the structure of
these classifiers is different, their classification principles are
similar. .erefore, it can be inferred that the blade pa-
rameters are of great significance to the performance of a
vertical roller mill.

Generally speaking, the literation study shows the re-
search on the vertical roller mill like the powder separation
mechanisms, and the flow characteristics are still incomplete
and not comprehensive..e blades especially, as key parts in
the roller mill, have not been comprehensively investigated.
Deep understandings of the relationships and mechanisms
between the blades and the mill performance could provide a
theoretical basis for designing, running, controlling, and

optimizing a vertical roller mill, reducing eddy current and
energy consumption, and obtaining better equipment per-
formance with high efficiency and low resistance.

As a consequence, this work focuses on the blades in an
industry-used vertical roller mill. Benefiting from the de-
velopment of computer technology and numerical modeling
techniques especially the CFD simulations, the numerical
simulation method is applied as many other works did. A
corresponding numerical model has been established by
coupling the continuous phase and the DPM model. .e
flow characteristics in the mill were comprehensively ex-
plored via ANSYS FLUENT Release 17.0. .e influences of
the blade variables like shape, number, and rotating speed on
the flow field and the classification performance were an-
alyzed and discussed. .e organization of this paper is as
follows. .e numerical model and geometry model are
described in Section 2. .e simulation results of flow field
characteristics and classification performance are shown and
discussed in Section 3. And Section 4 gives the conclusions.

2. Model Description

2.1. Governing Equation. .e fluid flow in a vertical roller
mill must follow the law of physical conservation..e energy
conservation equation is ignored due to the no exchange
issue involved..e three-dimensional steady simulation was
performed using ANSYS FLUENT commercial software
package..e flow of gas and particles obeys the conservation
of mass, and the conservation equation is as follows [20]:
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where ρ is the fluid density; the fluid density is constant
when fluid is incompressible. U is the speed vector. u, v, and
w are the components of U along x, y, and z directions,
respectively.

.e movements of air and particles obey the law of
conservation of momentum [20]. .e equation of conser-
vation of momentum in each direction is established as
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where U presents fluid velocity, and U � u i
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. P

is the pressure on the fluid element. Fx, Fy, and Fz are the
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force component acting on the x, y, and z directions of the
infinitesimal body.

At present, the most commonly used discrete schemes
are first-order upwind scheme, second-order scheme, and
QUICK scheme. .e first-order upwind scheme has a lower
truncation level and accuracy. .e second-order upwind
scheme is based on the first-order upwind scheme, which
takes into account the curvature effect of the distribution
curve of physical quantities between nodes and the influence
of flow direction. It has high calculation accuracy and can
adapt to complex fluid flow problems..eQUICK scheme is
a method to improve the truncation of discrete equations. It
is often used in hexahedral meshes. .e QUICK scheme for
convection terms has third-order accuracy and has high
calculation accuracy. It is especially suitable for the problem
of strong rotating flow and can reduce the degree of false
expansion. By comparing the above three commonly used
discrete schemes, combined with the fact that most meshes
in this study are hexahedral meshes, and considering the
rotating motion of blades, the QUICK scheme is adopted. A
quick-type scheme is based on a weighted average of second-
order upwind and central interpolations of the variable. For
the face e in Figure 1, if the flow is from left to right, such a
value can be written as
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θ� 1 in the above equation results in a central second-
order interpolation while θ� 0 yields a second-order upwind
value. .e traditional QUICK scheme is obtained by setting
θ� 1/8.

2.2. Turbulence Model. To take into consideration the effect
of turbulence fluctuation on the flow inside the mill, a
standard k-ε model is adopted to calculate the velocity field
of the gas phase. Furthermore, the RNG k-ε model has been
proven to be an appropriate model to describe the turbu-
lence of industrial classifier flow [21]. .e turbulent kinetic
energy (k) equation and fluid turbulent energy dissipation
rate (ε) equation are
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where Gk and Gb represent the generation of turbulence
kinetic energy due to the mean velocity gradients and
buoyancy, respectively. YM is the effect of compressible
turbulent pulsation expansion on the total dissipation rate.
σk and σε are Prandtl numbers corresponding to turbulent
kinetic energy and dissipation rate, respectively. Sk and Sε are
user-defined source items. μt is the turbulent viscosity
coefficient.

For incompressible fluids, user-defined source terms are
not considered, and the constant values of C1ε, C2ε, C3ε, σk,
σε, and Cu are listed in Table 1.

2.3. Discrete Phase Model (DPM). According to the force
balance acting on the particles, the trajectories of particles
can be obtained from the equations of particle motion given
by [22]
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Figure 1: One-dimensional control volume.

Table 1: Simulation test model parameters.

C1ε C2ε C3ε σk σε Cu

1.44 1.92 0.09 1.0 1.3 0.09
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Here, particles are supposed to be spherical. a1, a2, and
a3 are constants that apply to smooth spherical particles over
several ranges of Re given by Morsi and Alexander [23], and
the a’s are defined as follows:

a1, a2, a3 �

0, 24, 0, 0<Re< 0.1,

3.69, 22.73, 0.0903, 0.1<Re< 1,

1.222, 29.1667, − 3.8889, 1<Re< 10,

0.6167, 46.5, − 116.67, 10<Re< 100,

0.3644, 98.33, − 2778, 100<Re< 1000,

0.357, 148.62, − 47500, 1000<Re< 5000,

0.46, − 490.546, 578700, 5000<Re< 10000,

0.5191, − 1662.5, 5416700, Re≥ 10000,
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(8)

where u and up are the velocity of gas and particles, re-
spectively. μ is the viscosity of the gas. ρ and ρp present the
gas and particle density, respectively. Re is the Reynolds
number. Dp is the particle diameter. .e drag coefficient is
denoted by CD. Fother is other interaction forces. g presents
the gravitational acceleration. a1, a2, and a3 are constants
determined by the value of the Reynolds number Re.

In order to consider the dispersion effect of turbulence
fluctuation on particles, Discrete Random Walk (DRW) is
selected in fluent, and the interaction between particles and
discrete vortices is considered. In the particle trajectory
equation, the fluid velocity becomes instantaneous velocity:

u � u + u′, (9)

where u is the average velocity of the fluid and u′ is the
turbulent fluctuating velocity of the fluid.

According to the characteristics of particles passing
through the turbulence, the fluctuating velocities u′, v′, and
w′ satisfying the Gaussian probability density distribution
function are as follows:
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where ζ is a normally distributed random number, between
−1 and 1.

2.4. Two-Phase Coupling. .e finite volume method is used
to solve the fluid governing equations. .e pressure-velocity
problem is solved by the classic SIMPLEC algorithm. .e
pressure difference compensation scheme uses the PRESTO!
.e QUICK scheme with good convergence is used for
momentum, turbulent kinetic energy, and turbulent dissi-
pation rate. In the calculation of two-phase flow, because the

volume fraction is far less than 10%, only the effect of gas
phase on particle phase is considered. .e control equations
of the discrete phase and continuous phase are solved al-
ternately until they both converge and finally realize bidi-
rectional coupling calculation..e two-phase coupling effect
only considers the momentum exchange, and the mass and
heat exchange can be ignored. .e particle momentum
equation is as follows:

F � 
18μCDRe

ρpd
2
p24

up − u  + Fother
⎡⎢⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎥⎦ _mpt, (11)

whereF presents the particle momentum and _mp is the mass
flow rate. t is the time step. .e other parameters have been
defined in equation (6).

Note that only momentum exchange is considered in
this work and it is underrelaxed, so that

Fnew � Fold + α Fcalculated − Fold( , (12)

where α is the underrelaxation factor for particles/gas that
you can set in the Solution Controls panel. .e default value
for α is 0.5. .is value may be reduced to improve the
stability of coupled calculations. Note that the value of α
does not influence the predictions obtained in the final
converged solution.

2.5. Calculation Model of Rotating Blade Region. .e sim-
ulation of the motion region mainly includes the single
reference frame model (SRF), multiple reference frame
model (MRF), sliding mesh model, and dynamic mesh
model. In the numerical calculation of the flow field of the
vertical roller mill, in order to ensure the calculation ac-
curacy, the global mesh size of the blade region is set as 0.01,
and the number of meshes is 6.17 million. With such a
number of meshes, the calculation efficiency of the sliding
mesh model and the dynamic mesh model is very low, and
the numerical simulation work cannot be solved. SRF model
cannot be used to solve the complex flow field model of the
vertical roller mill. .erefore, the MRF model is selected to
simulate the rotating process of the blade region, and the
blade rotation process is approximated as steady motion. In
addition, the MRF model fits well with the selected pressure
difference compensation scheme (PRESTO!). .e calcula-
tion domain of the vertical roller mill is divided into multiple
small subdomains. .e governing equations of the flow field
are solved in each subdomain. .e static region is controlled
by the continuity and momentum equations, while the
rotating region is controlled by the equations of the moving
reference frame. .e velocity is transformed into absolute
velocity at the interface to exchange the flow field infor-
mation. Figure 2 shows the coordinate system for relative
velocity.

.e position vector relative to the origin of the zone
rotation axis is defined as

r
→

� x
→

− x
→

o, (13)
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where x
→ is the position in absolute Cartesian coordinates

and x
→

o is the origin of the zone rotation axis, as shown in
Figure 1.

.e relative velocity in the moving reference frame can
be converted to the absolute (stationary) frame of reference
using the following equation:

v
→

� v
→

r +(ω→ × r
→

) + v
→

t, (14)

where v
→ is the velocity in the absolute inertial reference

frame, v
→

r is the velocity in the relative noninertial reference
frame, and v

→
t is the translational velocity of the noninertial

reference frame.
Using this definition of absolute velocity, the gradient of

the absolute velocity vector is given by

∇ v
→

� ∇ v
→

r + ∇(ω→ × r
→

). (15)

2.6.GeometryModelandBoundaryConditions. An industry-
employed vertical roller mill of a 10 t/h (ton per hour)
pyrophyllite production line in Tongxiang city (Jushi Group
Co., Ltd., Zhejiang Province, China) is chosen to be the
simulation object. It has 2 rollers and the diameter of the
millstone is 2400mm. .e 3D model is shown in Figure 3.

.e number of meshes affects the calculation speed and
accuracy of the numerical simulation directly. .e ANSYS
ICEM CFD package is used to mesh the vertical roller mill
flow fieldmodel and divide it into nine domains in this work.
.e MRF (multiple reference frames) multicoordinate sys-
tem method is applied to the blade mesh. In order to ensure
the mesh-independence of the calculation results, this article
changes the number of meshes by changing the global mesh
and divides them into five groups of different numbers of
meshes. .e influence of the mesh number on the result has
been measured by comparing the wind speed at the wind
ring. .e results are shown in Table 2. When the number of
meshed exceeds 5.34million, the wind speed at the wind ring
has no significant difference. Considering the calculation
time and accuracy, the 6.17 million mesh model is selected
for numerical simulation and presented in Figure 4.

Table 3 lists the actual operating condition parameters
and Table 4 presents the content of each particle size interval
of input particles. To improve the accuracy of calculation,
the simulation is carried out according to the practical
distribution of particles. To ensure the accuracy of the
particle size distribution of the flow field simulation, the

Table 2: .e effect of the number of meshes on the speed at the
wind ring.

Number of meshes (million) 3.23 4.86 5.34 6.17 7.25
Wind ring velocity (m/s) 30.4 40.5 50.8 51.2 51.3

Figure 4: 3D mesh of vertical roller mill.

Table 3: Boundary conditions of the flow field in the vertical mill.

Boundary name Unit Results
Inlet wind speed m/s 18.2
Inlet pressure Pa 0
Outlet pressure Pa −6500
Particle density t/m3 1.5
Blade speed r/min 200
Feed volume kg/s 3.3
Particle velocity m/s 4.76
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X
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Figure 2: Coordinate system for relative velocity.
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Figure 3: .e 3D geometry model of the vertical roller mill. 1:
separator outlet; 2: separator; 3: shell; 4: return hopper; 5: grinding
roller; 6: wind ring; 7: air inlet; 8: blade; 9: guide vane.
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particles at the edge of the millstone and the position above
the wind ring in actual production are sampled, and the
particle size of samples was analyzed by BT-2001 laser
distributor. .e obtained particles were divided into 10
groups as input particles. .e average particle size and
distribution coefficient are 63×10−6m and 1.76,
respectively.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Flow Field Description

3.1.1. Velocity Field. Figure 5 shows the cloud diagram of the
vertical roller mill with different cross-sectional speeds (m/s)
and local velocity vector. It can be seen that the wind speed at
the wind ring is the largest in the entire basin with a
maximum airflow speed of 51.1m/s, and the wind speed of
the wind ring has a direct impact on the classification ef-
ficiency. Figure 6 presents the locally enlarged view of Z� 0
section velocity vector. It can be obtained that there is an
obvious vortex phenomenon between the wind ring and the
grinding roller, and this phenomenon is consistent with
what Wang [9] and Sun [10] described. .e appearance of
the vortex will make the particles fully contact with the air,
which is conducive to the full coupling of the particles and
the airflow. However, the vortex will increase the turbulent
kinetic energy and turbulent dissipation rate, resulting in a
decrease in airflow velocity and an increase in energy loss.

3.1.2. Pressure Field. .e internal pressure difference of the
vertical roller mill is a very significant parameter for studying
the flow field. .e stable pressure difference means that the
feed amount and the output are balanced. When the
pressure difference rises, it means that the feeding amount is
greater than the output, and the internal circulation rate,
wind resistance, and energy consumption of the system will
increase. .e pressure nephogram of Z� 0 section is shown
in Figure 7. .e average pressures of each region are pre-
sented in Table 5. It can be seen that the maximum flow field
pressure of the vertical roller mill is at the air inlet. .e
pressure difference of the whole machine is equivalent to the
pressure difference between separator out and the air inlet is
about 4575 Pa. .e pressure difference of the separator is
equivalent to the pressure difference between separator
outlet and separator inlet which is about 1481 Pa.

3.1.3. Discrete Phase Analysis. Figure 8 presents the particle
streamline diagram of the internal flow field of the vertical
roller mill. .e trajectory in the figure represents the tra-
jectory of particles, and the numerical value means the
residence time of particles in the vertical mill. It can be
indicated that most of the particles below 45 μm are selected
by the separator after 3.7 s. However, due to the vortex inside

the vertical roller mill, some particles are selected by the
separator after about 16 s. It can also be seen that the vortex
in the vertical mill has a great influence on the particle
trajectory, resulting in the increase of internal circulation
and energy consumption.

3.1.4. Classification Efficiency Analysis. Table 6 shows the
classification efficiency of each particle size by numerical
simulation. It can be obtained that the classification effi-
ciency of particles smaller than 45 μm is above 94.59%, while
particles larger than 89 μm cannot be selected. .e results
show that the mass flow rate of sieve residue is 2.5 kg/s and
the total mass flow rate of the outlet is 2.71 kg/s. .e clas-
sification efficiency is defined as the percentage of particles at
the separator outlet and the particles entering the separator.
.erefore, the classification efficiency of outlet particle size
below 45 μm is 92%.

3.1.5. Model Validation. In order to verify the numerical
model described before, the simulated results have been
compared with the practical running data. .e particle size
distributions at the outlet of the vertical roller mill are fo-
cused. Figure 9 shows practical particle size distribution.
Table 7 presents a comparison between the simulation re-
sults and the plant data. It could be found that they show the
same trend and the maximum error is 6.7%. Moreover, the
comparison of pressure simulation results with plant data is
shown in Table 8, and the maximum error is 2.14%.
.erefore, it can be concluded that the adopted numerical
model in this work is correct and reasonable at least.

3.2. Flow Field and Classification Efficiency Analysis

3.2.1. Effect of Blade Structure. .ere are four types of blades
shown in Figure 10. For the convenience of analysis, the four
kinds of blade shapes are distinguished by Type I, Type II,
Type III, and Type IV, respectively.

.e local velocity vector diagram with four blade shapes
is shown in Figure 11. It can be seen that the velocity and
flow direction of the four blades are different. Compared
with Type I, the flow direction and distribution of Type II are
almost the same. Due to the corner at the near center of Type
II, the velocity direction deflects along the bend angle after
the collision between the flow and the angle, resulting in
some particles unable to enter the cage. Compared with Type
I, due to the existence of a bend angle in Type III, the speed
direction is deflected along the angle to produce a rotation,
which prevents the particles from smoothly entering the
rotating cage. Compared with Type I, Type IV has a greater
radial velocity in the air flow in the classification zone, which
is beneficial to the particles entering the cage. It can be
indicated that the flow field of Type I is the most stable, while
that of Type III is the most unstable. Figure 12 presents the

Table 4: Content of each particle size interval.

Particle size interval (μm) 0–10 10–20 20–30 30–40 40–50 50–60 60–70 70–80 80–90 90–100
Content (%) 19.5 25 20 15.5 12 5 1 1 0.5 0.5
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speed variation chart of Line 1 with four blade shapes. It can
be obtained that the overall trend of velocity from P1 to P2
increases. .e inlet angle of the Type III blade blocks the
airflow, which results in a decrease of airflow velocity. .e
velocity of Type II and Type IV is reduced due to the ex-
istence of the angle near the center of the blade.

Figure 13 shows the differential pressure and classifi-
cation efficiency of different shapes of blades. It can be seen
that Type IV has a significant effect on the pressure dif-
ference compared with other types. .e pressure differences

of the separator and whole machine are 1217 Pa and 4325 Pa,
respectively, while Type I has the highest pressure difference,
and the corresponding results are 1481 Pa and 4575 Pa,
respectively. It can be indicated that Type IV has obvious
advantages of low resistance. It can effectively reduce the
resistance and energy consumption inside the mill by
selecting Type IV. It can be obtained that the order of
classification efficiency from high to low is Type IV>Type
II>Type I>Type III as the particle size is less than 45 μm.
However, when the particle size is less than 80 μm, the order
is Type III>Type I>Type IV>Type II. .e factory usually
takes 45 μm particle size as the production index. .e more
content below 45 μm indicates higher product quality. It can
also be indicated that compared with the traditional Type I,
Type II and Type IV are beneficial to the entrance of fine
powder and the throwing out of coarse powder, which helps
reduce the local vortex between the blades and improve the
classification efficiency.

3.2.2. Effect of Blade Number. Figures 14 and 15 show the
local velocity vector diagram and velocity nephogram of
different numbers of blades. It is concluded that regardless of
the number of blades, the airflow is very uniform in the
classification area, and the airflow distribution in the near
center region of the blade is more uniform..is is due to the
increasing number of blades and because the effect of the
blades on the airflow is also enhanced, and the vortex be-
tween the blades continues to decrease.

.e number of blades has a great influence on the flow
field and classification efficiency. Combined with actual
production experience, the number of blades is selected to be
80, 96, 125, 144, and 150 for numerical analysis. Figure 16
presents the differential pressure and classification efficiency
of different numbers of blades. It can be seen that the
pressure difference of the separator and whole machine
changes very little as the number of blades is 80, 96, and 125.
However, when the blade number reaches 144 and 150, the
pressure difference increases sharply. .is phenomenon
indicates that when the number of blades is in a certain
range, the gas-solid two-phase flow into the cage is not
affected by the blade spacing. However, the probability of
collision between the particles and the blades increases as the
number increases, resulting in an increase in the cycle load
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Figure 5: Cloud diagram of the vertical roller mill with different cross-sectional speeds (m/s) and local velocity vector.
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Table 5: Average pressure of each region.

Region Air inlet Separator outlet Separator inlet Top of wind ring Bottom of wind ring
Pressure (Pa) −1926 −6500 −5020 −2447 −2277
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Figure 8: Particle streamline diagram of the internal flow field of vertical roller mill.

Table 6: Classification efficiency of each particle size by numerical simulation.

Particle size (μm) 0–10 10–20 20–30 30–40 40–50 50–60 60–70 70–80 80–90 90–100
Inlet mass flow (kg/s) 0.501 0.707 0.549 0.424 0.327 0.251 0.192 0.148 0.114 0.087
Outlet mass flow (kg/s) 0.5 0.703 0.546 0.421 0.324 0.134 0.073 0.001 0 0
Classification efficiency (%) 99.9 99.5 99.4 99.4 99.2 53.36 38.01 6.52 0 0
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Figure 9: Particle size analysis report of pyrophyllite products. .e red line represents the size distribution interval, and the blue line
represents the cumulative amount.

Table 7: Comparison between simulation results of particle size distribution and plant data.

Size (μm) 0–10 10–20 20–30 30–40 40–50 50–60 60–70 70–80 80–90 90–100
Simulation results (cumulants %) 18.5 44.5 64.7 80.3 92.3 97.2 99.9 100 100 100
Plant data (cumulants %) 18.1 41.5 62.2 80 93.5 97.2 98.9 100 100 100
Error (%) 2.1 6.7 3.86 0.37 1.28 0 1 0 0 0

Table 8: Comparison of pressure simulation results with plant data.

Parameter Air inlet Separator outlet Differential pressure
Simulation results (Pa) −1926 −6500 4574
Plant data (Pa) −1900 −6575 4675
Error (%) 1.3 1.14 2.14
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rate and the pressure difference between the separator and
the whole machine. It can be inferred that the classification
efficiency increases with the increasing number of blades as
the particle size is less than 45 μm. However, the classifi-
cation efficiency decreases with the increasing number of

blades as the particle size is less than 80 μm. .is phe-
nomenon indicates that the number of blades has a great
influence on the classification efficiency. When the number
of blades is too small, it will cause a rough running phe-
nomenon and increase the content of coarse particles.
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Figure 10: Four types of blade shapes. (a) Type I. (b) Type II. (c) Type III. (d) Type IV.
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Figure 11: Local velocity vector diagram with four blade shapes. .e blade rotation speed and number are 200 r/min and 144, respectively.
(a) Type I. (b) Type II. (c) Type III. (d) Type IV.
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Figure 13: Relations between differential pressure, classification efficiency, and four different blades. (a).e pressure difference of the whole
machine. (b).e pressure difference of separator. (c).e 45 μmparticle size classification efficiency. (d).e 80 μmparticle size classification
efficiency. .e results of the same type of blade analysis are shown in the same color.
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Figure 14: .e local velocity vector maps with different numbers of blades. From (a) to (e), the quantity is 80, 96, 125, 144, and 150,
respectively. .e blade rotation speed keeps at 200 r/min and the shape is Type I.
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However, when there are too many blades, qualified products
cannot be screened out in time, which increases the internal
resistance and energy consumption. Selecting a reasonable
number of blades can improve the classification and screening
performance of the vertical roller mill. Considering the ad-
vantages of classification efficiency and low resistance, the
number of blades can be selected to be 144.

3.2.3. Effect of Blade Rotating Speed. Figure 17 shows the
velocity nephogram of Y� 3.4m section. .e data collection
of Line 2 and Line 3 is established on the Y� 3.4m section:
Line 2 with the starting point coordinates P3 (−0.81, 3.4, 0)
and the ending coordinates P4 (−0.51, 3.4, 0) and Line 3 with
the starting point coordinates P5 (0.81, 3.4, 0) and the ending
coordinates P6 (0.51, 3.4, 0). Figure 18 presents the speed
curve of Line 2 and Line 3 at different speeds. It is found that
the velocity from P3 to P4 increases first and then decreases.
.ere is a speed turning point in the middle, and then the air
velocity gradually stabilizes. .e reason for this phenome-
non is that the space in this area increases sharply, and the
airflow suddenly expands, which leads to a decrease in
velocity. .e airflow speed gradually stabilizes near the
center of rotation because there is no influence of the
separator outlet. It can also be seen that the velocity P5 to P6

increases suddenly and then decreases gradually, and the
speed of Line 3 turning point is significantly higher than that
of Line 2; the main reason is that there is no separator outlet
on this side.

.e blade rotating speed also has an important impact on
the flow field and classification efficiency of the vertical roller
mill. Figure 19 shows the differential pressure and classifi-
cation efficiency of blades at different speeds. It can be seen
that blade rotation speed has a great influence on the internal
pressure difference and classification efficiency..e pressure
difference between the whole machine and separator con-
tinues to increase as the f the blade rotating speed increases.
.is is because the collision between the blade and gas-solid
two-phase flow is intensified as the rotating speed increases,
resulting in large pressure difference and energy con-
sumption. It can be obtained that the classification efficiency
is proportional to the speed as the particle size is less than
45 μm. However, the classification efficiency is inversely
proportional to the speed as the particle size is less than
80 μm. .is phenomenon indicates that coarse particles are
not easy to be separated in the process of increasing rotating
speed, resulting in the fact that the classification efficiency
continues to decrease. .erefore, controlling the reasonable
blade rotating speed can improve the classification perfor-
mance of the vertical roller mill.

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e)

Figure 15: .e local velocity nephogram with different numbers of blades. From (a) to (e), the quantity is 80, 96, 125, 144, and 150,
respectively.
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Figure 17: Velocity nephogram (m/s) of Y� 3.4m section.
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Figure 16:.e relations between differential pressure, classification efficiency, and five groups of blades including (a) the pressure difference
of the whole machine, (b) the pressure difference of the separator, (c) the 45 μm particle size classification efficiency, and (d) the 80 μm
particle size classification efficiency. .e results of the same group of blade analysis are shown in the same color.
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Figure 19:.e relations between differential pressure, classification efficiency, and five groups of rotating speed. (a).e pressure difference
of the whole machine. (b).e pressure difference of the separator. (c).e 45 μm particle size classification efficiency. (d).e 80 μm particle
size classification efficiency. .e results of the same group of blade analysis are shown in the same color.
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4. Conclusions

In this work, a numerical model focusing on an industry-
used vertical roller mill has been established based on the
CFD method combining the continuous model with DPM.
By comparing the particle size distribution and the differ-
ential pressure between the modeling results and the plant
data, good agreements are obtained which means that the
adopted numerical model is correct and at least reasonable.
.e flow characteristics in the mill have been systematically
discussed from multiple aspects including velocity field,
pressure field, and discrete phase distribution. .e influ-
ences of the shape, number, and rotation speed of blades on
the flow and classification performance of the vertical roller
mill have been analyzed comprehensively. .e simulation
results show that some vortices exist in many parts of the
mill and the blades are of great significance on the flow
behaviors and classification performance.

In the simulated blade types, Type IV could not only
have relatively high classification efficiency but also can
effectively reduce the pressure difference of the separator
and the whole equipment. .e classification efficiency is
proportional to the blade rotation speed as well as the blade
number when the particle size is less than 45 μm. However,
too high classification efficiency would need too excessive
pressure difference, resulting in more power consumption.
.e parameters need to be defined properly under com-
prehensive consideration in practical applications. .e re-
sults on the characteristics of flow field distribution and
classification performance could give helpful suggestions to
structure optimization and process optimization of a vertical
roller mill, which is vital for ensuring product quality and
reducing energy consumption.
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